
Gibraltar is a British territory

situated on a small peninsula  at the

south end of the iberian pennsula ,

bordering only Spain.

Gibraltar is one of the most desenly

populated territories in the world ,

with approximately 4290 hab/km2

what makes gibraltar special is the

fact that a part of england is in spain

territory , besides for the varied

plaes there are to visit like the rock

of this peninsula. And gibraltar have a

extension of 6,8 km2

GIBRALTAR

GREAT SIEGE

was the most important campaign in

the area during the 18th century and

has background the sieges of 1704

and 1727.

for almost of 4 years , gibraltar was

able to resist the last spanish

military action . 

A N I M A L S

the most famous animals of gibraltar

are the monkeys, red fox, rabbits,

bats...

And you can visit all these in the

nature reserve of the rock of

gibraltar

Gibraltar was gobernated for the

Phoenicians, Grecians, Roman,and

finally pass in 711 to Musulman

hands.

Llanito are the people that live in

Gibraltar.

The people live in gibraltar for the

places that you can visit, the

animals that you can see , and the

typical food like the fish and ships

that you can eat in a lot of

restaurant.

the name of some english symbols

are the telephone boaths , buses

and mailboxes.

DAILY LIFE IN GIBRALTAR



YOUR

GREAT

ESCAPE
Let's go to Gibraltar

Gibraltar is located in the

south end of the iberian

peninsula.

the famous cave is the cave of

san miguel.

you can get the top of the rock in

a teleferico.And you can visit the

statue of schoolchildren , statue

of volunteer, botanical garden ,

the rock...

 

SHOPS

 

you can go to shopping in

sportcity,boux avenue and

footshop

P L A C E S


